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Integrated Music Systems
A simple solution to connect everything you listen to at home, Linn’s integrated systems create the ultimate music and movie experience.
The Klimax System

The Akubarik System

The Akudorik System

The 530 System

The 520 System

The Majik 140 System

The ultimate intelligent music system that delivers
unparalleled sound and the best of everything Linn
offers, in one complete, integrated package.
System comprises a Klimax System Hub and a pair
of Klimax 350 speakers.

Space Optimisation
Exakt
Katalyst
Integrated Exakt Modules
Precisely Crafted Cabinets
3K Driver Array
Aktiv Servo Bass System
Surround Compatible

70,450

With power and precision built-in, Akubarik will
reignite a passion for music. System comprises an
Akurate System Hub and a pair of Akubarik
speakers.

Space Optimisation
Exakt
Katalyst
Integrated Exakt Modules
Precisely Crafted Cabinets
3K Driver Array
Isobarik Bass
Surround Compatible

36,250

With elegant curves and deceptively powerful
sound. System comprises an Akurate System Hub
and a pair of Akudorik speakers

Space Optimisation
Exakt
Katalyst
Integrated Exakt Modules
Precisely Crafted Cabinets
3K Driver Array
Integrated Exakt modules
Surround Compatible

24,300

Completely customisable, the 530 system is the
perfect combination of impeccable style and
sound. System comprises an Akurate System Hub
and a pair of 530 speakers, with a choice of Linn
Collection Fabriks.

Space Optimisation
Exakt
Linn Fabrik
Precisely Crafted Cabinets
Isobarik Bass System
Custom-Designed Drive Units
Integrated Exakt modules
Surround Compatible

Compact and customisable, the 520 system
exudes style and musicality. System comprises an
Akurate System Hub and a pair of 520 speakers,
with a choice of Linn Collection Fabriks.

Space Optimisation
Exakt
Linn Fabrik
Precisely Crafted Cabinets
Isobarik Bass System
Custom-Designed Drive Units
Integrated Exakt modules
Surround Compatible

With powerful ﬂoor standing speakers and a
hugely ﬂexible DSM player, the Majik 140 system is
a serious performer. System comprises a Majik
DSM player and a pair of Majik 140 speakers.

Space Optimisation
Chakra Ampliﬁcation
2K Driver Array
Powered by Dynamik
Precisely Crafted Cabinets

16,370

12,560

5,340
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The Majik 109 System

The Kiko System

A compact package that delivers high-end sound
without the need for ﬂoor standing speakers.
System comprises a Majik DSM player and a pair
of Majik 109 speakers.

Compact, ﬂexible and surprisingly powerful.
System comprises a Kiko DSM player and a pair of
Kiko speakers. The Kiko system is available in
Black, Silver, White or Champagne ﬁnish.

Space Optimisation
Chakra Ampliﬁcation
2K Driver Array
Powered by Dynamik
Precisely Crafted Cabinets

4,225

Space Optimisation
Powered by Dynamik

3,250
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Source
A Linn source makes any system sound better. Whether that’s a Linn DSM network music player or an iconic LP12 turntable, you will experience an
unparalleled performance from your audio system.

Linn DSM Players
Klimax DSM

Akurate DSM

Selekt DSM

Combining ground-breaking digital streaming
performance with inputs for your other sources,
Klimax DSM offers unrivalled performance and
ﬂexibility. Available in silver or black anodised
ﬁnish.

A powerful addition to any system, the Akurate
DSM offers ultimate ﬂexibility with inputs for other
sources. Available in silver or black ﬁnish.

A dedicated streaming source for improved sound
from any separates system. Selekt DSM is
designed to ﬁt with your system and make it sound
better, whatever your setup. Choose from four
conﬁgurations to ﬁnd a model that suits your
needs. Available in black ﬁnish.

Streams any digital source over a standard
network
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming
Plays Internet radio via TuneIn
7 digital & analogue inputs to connect your
other sources
Distortion-free digital volume control
HDMI 2.0 connections (4K compatible)
Surround Sound compatible
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver
exceptional performance
Space Optimisation built-in

18,960

Streams any digital source over a standard
network
Supports virtually any digital format up to
24- bit 192 kHz
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming
14 digital & analogue inputs to connect your
other sources
HDMI 2.0 connections (4K compatible)
Surround Sound compatible
Front panel headphone output and AUX
input
Analogue outputs for connection to pre- or
power amps
Exakt Link for connection to Linn Exaktbox
or integrated speakers
Built -in MC / MM phono stage for
connecting a turntable
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver
exceptional performance
Space Optimisation built-in

9,000

Streams virtually any digital source over a
standard network
Supports formats up to 24-bit 192 kHz
Space Optimisation built-in
Six customisable smart buttons for
immediate access to pinned content from
any source
Illuminated, jewel-like dial provides
comprehensive control and feedback
directly from the product
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming services
Plays Internet radio via TuneIn
10 digital & analogue inputs including HDMI
ARC and USB Audio Class 2
Built-in MC/MM phono stage for connecting
a turntable
Connect multiple Linn DSM players for a
high performance multiroom system
Analogue outputs for connection to pre- or
power amps
Exakt Link for connection to Linn Exaktbox
or integrated speakers

4,800
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Selekt DSM with
Integrated Power Amp

Selekt DSM with Katalyst

Improve and simplify your system – just add
speakers. Selekt DSM is designed to ﬁt with your
system and make it sound better, whatever your
setup. Choose from four conﬁgurations to ﬁnd a
model that suits your needs. Available in black
ﬁnish.

Make any system sound even better with this
dedicated streaming source featuring Linn’s
Katalyst DAC architecture. Selekt DSM is designed
to ﬁt with your system and make it sound better,
whatever your setup. Choose from four
conﬁgurations to ﬁnd a model that suits your
needs. Available in black ﬁnish.

Streams virtually any digital source over a
standard network
Supports formats up to 24-bit 192 kHz
Space Optimisation built-in
Six customisable smart buttons for
immediate access to pinned content from
any source
Illuminated, jewel-like dial provides
comprehensive control and feedback
directly from the product
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming services
Plays Internet radio via TuneIn
10 digital & analogue inputs including HDMI
ARC and USB Audio Class 2
Built-in MC/MM phono stage for connecting
a turntable
Connect multiple Linn DSM players for a
high performance multiroom system
Exakt Link for connection to Linn Exaktbox
or integrated speakers
100W/channel into 4 Ohms, bespoke Linndesigned, bridged Class-D ampliﬁer with
post-ﬁlter feedback

6,300

Streams virtually any digital source over a
standard network
Supports formats up to 24-bit 192 kHz
Space Optimisation built-in
Six customisable smart buttons for
immediate access to pinned content from
any source
Illuminated, jewel-like dial provides
comprehensive control and feedback
directly from the product
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming services
Plays Internet radio via TuneIn
10 digital & analogue inputs including HDMI
ARC and USB Audio Class 2
Built-in MC/MM phono stage for connecting
a turntable
Connect multiple Linn DSM players for a
high performance multiroom system
Analogue outputs for connection to pre- or
power amps
Exakt Link for connection to Linn Exaktbox
or integrated speakers
Features Katalyst DAC Architecture

6,600
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Selekt DSM with
Integrated Power Amp &
Katalyst

Majik DSM

Improve and simplify your system with this high
performance all-in-one solution featuring Linn’s
Katalyst DAC architecture – just add speakers.
Selekt DSM is designed to ﬁt with your system and
make it sound better, whatever your setup. Choose
from four conﬁgurations to ﬁnd a model that suits
your needs. Available in black ﬁnish.

A true one box solution: the powerful combination
of network music player, pre-amp and power amp,
all in a single box is hard to beat. Just add
speakers. Available in silver or black ﬁnish.

Streams virtually any digital source over a
standard network
Supports formats up to 24-bit 192 kHz
Space Optimisation built-in
Six customisable smart buttons for
immediate access to pinned content from
any source
Illuminated, jewel-like dial provides
comprehensive control and feedback
directly from the product
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming services
Plays Internet radio via TuneIn
10 digital & analogue inputs including HDMI
ARC and USB Audio Class 2
One digital input can be reconﬁgured to be a
digital output, e.g. for use with digital active
speakers
Built-in MC/MM phono stage for connecting
a turntable
Connect multiple Linn DSM players for a
high performance multiroom system
Exakt Link for connection to Linn Exaktbox
or integrated speakers
Features Katalyst DAC Architecture
100W/channel into 4 Ohms, bespoke Linndesigned, bridged Class-D ampliﬁer with
post-ﬁlter feedback

8,100

Streams any digital source over a standard
network
Supports virtually any digital format up to
24- bit 192 kHz
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz
lossless streaming
15 digital & analogue inputs to connect your
other sources
HDMI 2.0 connections (4K compatible)
Surround Sound Compatible
Front panel headphone output and AUX
input
Exakt Link for connection to Linn Exaktbox
or integrated speakers
Built -in MM phono stage for connecting a
turntable
90W per channel Chakra power amp
Space Optimisation built-in

3,000
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LP12 Turntables
Klimax LP12

Akurate LP12

Majik LP12

The best of the best. Our ﬂagship Klimax LP12
turntable offers the pinnacle of vinyl reproduction.

Sondek LP12 turntable
Keel machined sub- chassis and armboard
Radikal motor control unit & power supply
Brushed DC motor in acoustically isolated
housing
Ekos SE precision tonearm
Kandid moving coil (MC) cartridge
Urika II MC phono stage built-in to
suspended base

22,650

With elegant design and exceptional performance,
the Akurate LP12 turntable is loaded with upgrades
to deliver stunning performance from vinyl
records.

Sondek LP12 turntable
Kore sub- chassis and machined armboard
Lingo power supply and motor control unit
AC motor
Akito tonearm
Krystal moving coil (MC) cartridge

8,645

The ideal ﬁrst step into high performance vinyl
playback, the Majik LP12 turntable uses carefully
selected Linn-engineered components.

Sondek LP12 turntable
Aluminium Sub- Chassis and Armboard
Solid Aluminium Base Board
Internal Majik LP12 power supply
45 rpm adaptor
Linn Adikt moving magnet (MM) cartridge
Majik tonearm

3,515
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Speakers
Intelligent, upgradeable and built to the highest standards, Linn speakers don’t follow the conventional path. Choose the elegance of an integrated speaker, or
select a passive speaker with the freedom to add external separates.

Integrated Speakers
Klimax 350

Akubarik

Akudorik

Precision engineered and hand-ﬁnished by master
craftsmen, the Klimax 350 is packed with a host of
innovative Linn technologies, delivering ultimate
listening experience.

Inheriting the elegance and precision of the Klimax
350 combined with beautiful style and advanced
electronics, Akubariks give stunning clarity and
precision.

Combining innovative design and beautiful
engineering, the Akudorik is a unique standmounted speaker. The Akudorik speaker stand
houses all of the ampliﬁcation and Exakt engines.

Ultra-low resonance, pressure-formed
cabinet
Exakt technology built in
Connects via Exakt Link to any Exaktenabled Linn network music player
6 channels of ampliﬁcation per speaker
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver
exceptional performance
Patented Linn 3K Driver Array for wider
dispersion, precise high frequency response
and single-point source accuracy
Aktiv Servo-Driven Bass system
3000 W of power ampliﬁcation per speaker
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes
A choice of chrome or black ﬁnish on the 3K
array

59,400

Ultra-low resonance, pressure-formed
cabinet
Exakt technology built in
Connects via Exakt Link to any Exaktenabled Linn network music player
Patented Linn 3K Driver Array for wider
dispersion, precise high frequency response
and single-point source accuracy
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver
exceptional performance
Aktiv Isobarik Bass system for more
accurate bass
Fully Aktiv integrated Chakra power
ampliﬁcation
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes
A choice of chrome or black ﬁnish on 3K
Array

33,000

Ultra-low resonance, pressure-formed
cabinet
Exakt technology and Aktiv ampliﬁcation
built-in to the stand
Connects via Exakt Link to any Exaktenabled Linn network music player
Patented Linn 3K Driver Array for wider
dispersion, precise high frequency response
and single-point source accuracy
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver
exceptional performance
Doped paper cone bass driver with
symmetrical balanced drive applies even
force to the coil in both directions
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes
Solid aluminium base plate with locking
adjustable spikes for maximum stability
A choice of chrome or black ﬁnish on the 3K
array

21,050
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530 Speakers

520 Speakers

The perfect combination of exquisite tailoring and
powerful sound, 530 speakers are customisable to
ﬁt any style, in any room.

The little sister to the 530, 520 speakers are
designed to be personalised; the size and styling
are subtle, but the performance will stand out.

Exakt technology built-in
Connects via Exakt Link to any Exaktenabled Linn network music player
Aktiv Isobarik Bass system for powerful,
accurate bass
Fully Aktiv integrated Chakra power
ampliﬁcation
Choice of 6 standard Fabrik covers plus
special designer collections
Cut glass stand and top plate in a choice of
black or white ﬁnish
Exakt technology built-in
Connects via Exakt Link to any Exaktenabled Linn network music player
Fully Aktiv integrated Chakra power
ampliﬁcation
Choice of 6 standard Fabrik covers plus
special designer collections
Cut glass stand and top plate in a choice of
black or white ﬁnish

13,120

9,310
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Passive Speakers
Klimax 350 Passive

Akubarik Passive

Akudorik Passive

Majik 140

Linn’s best passive speaker provides stunning
performance out of the box, and the ﬂexibility to
upgrade to the ultimate performance: Exakt.

Elegant and powerful, Akubarik Passive features a
high quality passive crossover allowing for a
connection to any ampliﬁer.

A high performance bookshelf speaker, Akudorik
Passive is the ultimate upgradeable speaker with
both integrated and separate Exakt upgrade
options.

A full-range, yet compact ﬂoor standing speaker,
Majik 140 will bring your music to life without
dominating a room.

Built -in high quality passive crossover
Upgradeable to Exakt
Patented Linn 3K Driver Array for wider
dispersion, precise high frequency response
and single-point source accuracy
Aktiv Servo-Driven Bass system
Ultra-low resonance, pressure-formed
cabinet
Plasma-cut ‘armour-grade’ steel plate stand
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes
A choice of chrome or black ﬁnish on the 3K
array

25,870

Built-in high quality passive crossover
Upgradeable to Exakt
Isobarik Bass system for rich, deep,
accurate bass
Patented Linn 3K Driver Array for wider
dispersion, precise high frequency response
and single-point source accuracy
Ultra-low resonance, pressure-formed
cabinet
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes
A choice of chrome or black ﬁnish on the 3K
array

11,380

Built-in high quality passive crossover
Upgradeable to Exakt
Patented Linn 3K Driver Array for wider
dispersion, precise high frequency response
and single-point source accuracy
Doped paper cone bass driver with
symmetrical balanced drive applies even
force to the coil in both directions
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes
Optional stand provides rock-solid support
and adjustable spikes
A choice of chrome or black ﬁnish on the 3K
array

5,855

2K Driver Array houses the two high
frequency drive units
High quality separate bass and mid drive
units
High quality custom-designed passive
crossovers
Simple upgrade path from single to multiwiring/amping to fully Aktiv conﬁguration in
Exakt system
Bass reﬂex port with riﬂed design for
extended bass
Solid aluminium upgrade stands available
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes

2,340
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Majik 109

Majik 112

This compact performer uses a bass reﬂex port,
hidden behind the 2K driver array, to provide deep
and musical bass without a large cabinet.

Majik 112 delivers exceptional clarity and
dispersion using a compact and innovative design.
This centre-channel speaker offers the perfect
introduction to multi-channel or surround sound
audio.

2K Driver Array houses the two high
frequency drive units
High quality 5” bass / mid drive unit
Front-ﬁring port
High quality crossovers
Simple upgrade path from single to multiwiring/amping to fully Aktiv conﬁguration in
Exakt system
Specially designed Majik 109 steel stand
available
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes

1,225

Driver Array houses the two high frequency
drive units
Single bass driver reduces intermodulation
distortion for consistent sound
Front-ﬁring port
High quality crossovers
Simple upgrade path from single to multiwiring/amping to fully Aktiv conﬁguration
Standard and high gloss real wood veneer or
bespoke colour ﬁnishes

948
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System Upgrades
Build and upgrade your system in a modular way that suits you.

Power Amps
Klimax Solo

Ampliﬁer Type:
Bipolar monoblock, 500 W
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply
Features:
Bipolar design speciﬁc to the Solo
Machined from solid aluminium
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving automatic signal- sensing circuitry
Binding post or Neutrik speaker connections
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Klimax Twin

10,600

Ampliﬁer Type:
2-channel Chakra; 200 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Machined from solid aluminium
Automatic fault detection and protection
Energy saving automatic signal- sensing circuitry
Binding post or Neutrik speaker connections
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Akurate 4200

9,240

Ampliﬁer Type:
4-channel, 200 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Balanced or unbalanced models
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Precision-engineered acoustic enclosure
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Akurate 3200

6,310

Ampliﬁer Type:
3-channel, 200 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Balanced or unbalanced models
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Precision-engineered acoustic enclosure
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Akurate 2200

5,340

Ampliﬁer Type:
2-channel, 200 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Balanced or unbalanced models
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Precision-engineered acoustic enclosure
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

4,355
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Majik 6100

Ampliﬁer Type:
6-channel, 100 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Majik 5100

3,790

Ampliﬁer Type:
5-channel, 100 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Majik 4100

3,445

Ampliﬁer Type:
4-channel, 100 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Majik 3100

3,110

Ampliﬁer Type:
3-channel, 100 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

Majik 2100

2,760

Ampliﬁer Type:
2-channel, 100 W per channel
Technology:
Dynamik Power Supply, Chakra topology
Features:
Upgradeable with Aktiv crossover cards
Auto fault detection and protection
Energy saving signal- sensing circuitry
Available in silver or black ﬁnish

2,220
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Exaktbox
Klimax Exaktbox

Akurate Exaktbox 10

Akurate Exaktbox 6

Akurate Exaktbox-I

Exaktbox Sub

The on-board Exakt digital crossover delivers the most natural sound available by perfectly aligning all the
frequencies produced by each note.
6 channels
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver exceptional performance
1 Exaktbox supports up to 3-way speakers (stereo mode)
Supports up to three-way dual mono
2 Exaktboxes support up to 6-way speakers (mono mode)
Enclosure machined from solid aluminium
Dynamik Power Supply

14,400

Providing unprecedented ﬂexibility, Akurate Exaktbox 10 delivers all the beneﬁts of Exakt technology to
your current speakers.
Exakt digital crossover with 10 channels of DAC
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver exceptional performance
Supports up to 5-way speakers
Balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) analogue outputs
2 Exakt Link connections
Dynamik power supply

7,860

Providing unprecedented ﬂexibility, Akurate Exaktbox 6 delivers all the beneﬁts of Exakt technology to your
current speakers.
Exakt digital crossover with 6 channels of DAC
Katalyst DAC Architecture to deliver exceptional performance
Supports up to 3-way speakers
Balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) analogue outputs
2 Exakt Link connections
Dynamik power supply

5,940

With Akurate Exaktbox-I you can upgrade to Exakt with all the ampliﬁcation you need, all in one go. It's the
ideal one - box Exakt upgrade.
Exakt digital crossover with 8 channels of DAC
8 channels of 100 W Chakra ampliﬁcation
2 Exakt Link connections
8 speaker outputs
Dynamik Power Supply

5,135

Speciﬁcally designed for use with subwoofers, you can seamlessly integrate any subwoofer with an Exakt
system, making the whole system phase linear down to 0 Hz.
Digital crossover with 2 channels of DAC
2 Exakt Link connections
Supports 2 subwoofers in mono mode
Supports 1 subwoofer in stereo mode
Compatible with all subwoofers

1,630
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Custom Install

Delivering a truly immersive listening experience with powerful performance and complete ﬂexibility, Linn’s custom install range has been created to be heard
and not seen.

Source
Sekrit DS

Sekrit DSM

Designed to impress with its sound, not its size, the Sekrit DS is a versatile player with built-in power
ampliﬁer and Space Optimisation.
Streams any digital source over your network
Supports virtually any digital format up to 24- bit 192 kHz
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz lossless streaming
Integrated 20 W per channel power amp
Deltron speaker connections
Space Optimisation built-in

1,440

Designed to be heard and not seen, the Sekrit DSM is an incredibly powerful and ﬂexible player with builtin pre and power ampliﬁers alongside digital and analogue inputs.
Rack-mountable chassis
Streams any digital source over a standard network
Supports virtually any digital format up to 24- bit 192 kHz
Integrates seamlessly with Tidal & Qobuz lossless streaming
Digital & analogue inputs
Speaker connections
Integrated 33 W per channel power amp
Conﬁgurable to power two speaker zones
Neutrik speaker connections
Space Optimisation built-in

2,100

104C provides a more compact alternative to the 106C, making it a high performance yet ﬂexible option for
walls or ceilings.
3-way in-wall / in-ceiling speaker with acoustic enclosure for consistent high performance
Available in round or square versions
Quick and easy- to-install design enables ﬁtting from the front
2K driver array provides wide and even high frequency dispersion
Solid and cavity wall back- boxes and rough-in brackets available
Paintable grille and enclosure (comes supplied with paint mask)
Sold in pairs

414

Speakers
104C-R

104C-S

104C provides a more compact alternative to the 106C, making it a high performance yet ﬂexible option for
walls or ceilings.
3-way in-wall / in-ceiling speaker with acoustic enclosure for consistent high performance
Available in round or square versions
Quick and easy- to-install design enables ﬁtting from the front
2K driver array provides wide and even high frequency dispersion
Solid and cavity wall back- boxes and rough-in brackets available
Paintable grille and enclosure (comes supplied with paint mask)
Sold in pairs

414
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106C

Sweetspot

Unik

Our 3-way in-wall speaker with an Auxiliary Bass Radiator (ABR) for added performance and sealed
acoustic enclosure.
3-way LCR in-wall speaker with acoustic enclosure for consistent high performance
Quick and easy- to-install design enables ﬁtting from the front
Rotatable 2K driver array for use in portrait or landscape orientation
Solid and cavity wall back- boxes and rough-in brackets available
Paintable grille and enclosure (comes supplied with paint mask)
Sold individually

A great solution for spreading quality sound evenly across larger areas.
In-ceiling speaker with sealed enclosure for consistent high performance
80 mm (3.5"") diameter ﬁts alongside in -ceiling lighting
Quick and easy-to-install design
Paintable grille
Water and corrosion resistant
Sold in pairs

414

193

Great audio performance from a compact and shallow enclosure, ideal for use discreetly mounted on walls.
2-way on-wall or free-standing speaker with bass reﬂex port
Paintable grille
Flame retardant, UV stable composite cabinet
Sold individually
216
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Technology
Space Optimisation

Space Optimisation uses sophisticated acoustic modelling to build up a complete picture of how the speakers,
their placement, and the unique characteristics of a room interact to affect the sound heard. It then precisely
identiﬁes frequencies that are artiﬁcially distorted by the environment, and reduces their energy, to reveal the
music that would otherwise be hidden.
All Linn systems have Space Optimisation built in, and it’s a free software upgrade to all Linn DS owners.

Exakt

Exakt technology preserves the natural sound of every instrument by synchronising the elements that make up
every note, including all the harmonics.
Available through the addition of a Linn integrated speaker or Exaktbox to your system, it uses Exakt Link to
connect to your Linn DS or DSM player. All current Klimax, Akurate and Majik models have Exakt Link
connections on-board, ready for the ultimate system upgrade.

Katalyst

Katalyst takes an unprecedented level of control over the critical elements that lie at the heart of the analogue
signal’s creation; offering improved Data Optimisation, superior Master Clock, independent Power Supplies, a
new ultra-low distortion Output Driver and crucially, for the ﬁrst time, a high-stability input Reference Level.
The latter is vitally important because, at the point of creation, the analogue audio signal is particularly
vulnerable even to miniscule variations in the Reference Level, which cause irreversible damage.
Katalyst’s high- stability input Reference Level eliminates variations during analogue signal creation, giving a
deeper insight into the music being played.

